August 12, 2022

Dear Families and Friends of Multi Medical Center,
As an update to the previous emails, during routine testing conducted yesterday and today, we have
identified 3 residents and 1 employee with positive results for Covid-19. We will continue to follow
infection control and outbreak status guidelines. Fortunately, the state’s positivity rate has decreased to
11.05%, and as of this morning, Baltimore County’s positivity rate has increased to 10.94%. We have not
changed any guidance with respect to visitation but, are strongly recommending doing it as safely as
possible. You will need to adhere to infection prevention guidelines when in the Center. You will need to
wear a mask while in the Center, try to limit your time and the number of people gathering in the
Center, and practice social distancing. As a reminder the visitor testing protocol is as follows:
•

All visitors, regardless of vaccination status, will be asked to provide proof of a negative test
obtained within the last 72 hours,

OR
•

Visitors who cannot provide proof of a negative test, will be offered a point of care/rapid test
based on availability and access.

Please note:
•

Visitors who choose to be tested will be asked to wait outside the facility until test results are
verified, which will take at least 15 minutes. While we will make every effort to expedite testing
and avoid any undue delay, this process may exceed 15 minutes depending on the availability of
staff.

•

Visitors that test positive may not enter the facility.

•

Visitors who have tested positive for COVID-19 in the past 90 days are exempt from testing upon
showing their positive test result that is more than 5 days from the time of visit, as long as they
are no longer exhibiting symptoms.

We are doing everything we can to keep our Residents free from Covid. Thank you for your patience and
understanding as we navigate this new process.

Sincerely,

Tamiya Baskerville
Administrator
Markisha Sloan, RN
Director of Nursing

